Joy

task seat

modern

Joy displays the technical attributes of more expensive products,
in a surprisingly affordable package. Its form, contours and
proportions are the result of Orangebox’s continuous ergonomic
research. The result, irrespective of your own body shape or size, is a
level of comfort and performance previously unavailable for this class
of product.

Joy

Standard Product Information
Castors / Glides: 50mm castors fitted as standard
on standard height

Optional Upcharges
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65mm Black Castors / Standard Glides
Standard glides will be fitted on counter chairs
Base / Frame: A black nylon base is fitted as
standard on swivel chairs with polished / light or dark grey
aluminium available as an upcharge.
The visitor frame is black as standard with light grey & dark
grey available at no extra cost - chrome available
Gaslift: On standard height chairs a black gaslift is fitted
as standard with a brushed chrome on all metal bases.
Extra Height Gaslift: On counter chairs will be black
and the footring has a black metal body (powder coated)
with a chrome foot rail.
Arms: Adjustable arms with fixed pads are fitted as
standard on swivel armchairs with an option of sliding
pads as an upcharge.
Seat: A fixed seat is fitted as standard with a sliding
seat available as an upcharge.
Shells: The seat & back shells are plain as standard with
an option to upholster the back shell as an upcharge
(fabric only).
Upholstery: Two tone upholstery is available as an
optional upcharge (seat & back cushions) & the higher
band will be the base retail. If two tone upholstery &
upholstered back shell are picked, the back shell will be
the same colour as the back cushion. Any other
combination will be an SPR [Special Product Request].
Luxury Upholstery: is standard on leather chairs and as
an option is available (on fabric chairs) - this will include
‘Joy profile’ stitch detail.

Lumbar Vest: with inflatable lumbar available for
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swivel chairs.
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JOY-LITE LS - £84 (black Acrobat fabric only)
Please refer to page 118 for information regarding COM
and relevant upcharges
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